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Opening Reception: Friday January 6, 6-8 pm 
 
 
Thomas Lendvai will be presenting a new sculpture in his second solo exhibition 
at ODETTA. Monumentally scaled, constructed on site, this new work is about 

stripping things down to the bare essentials. The forms are deconstructed open 
ended cubes, split from the inside out. Composer John Morton and artists Janet 

Passehl and Esther Podemski will present new works In concert with this 
installation. 
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Image: Thomas Lendvai, Untitled_Model, 2016, painted mdf, in final scale 4 parts each 
measure 96 x 96 x 1.5 inches, overall installation dimensions 9 x 25 x 35 feet. 
	  
Thomas Lendvai 
 
Brooklyn based artist Thomas Lendvai is creating his second monumental 
sculptural installation at ODETTA. This exhibition features four forms of 
deconstructed open-ended cubes. Unlike Lendvai’s most recent work, which 
imitates and reflects the architecture in the space, these sculptures are purely 
abstract forms.  
  
Viewers engage in this work by walking in and around these large-scale 
sculptures experiencing them through space and time. The black installation 
juxtaposed with the white gallery walls is intended to provoke physical interaction 
and to encourage movement and a continuous awareness of a series of “nows.”   
  
Lendvai’s work does not reference any specific artist or art movement, but does 
reflect an admiration for the Constructivists, a kinship with Minimalists, and an 
understanding of, and an agreement with Suprematist Kazimir Malevich. With 
regard to Malevich, though Lendvai had not intensely studied his work, he 
realized he had an affinity for how the painted quadrilateral forms appeared to be 
floating in the middle of the canvas and addresses this in a three-dimensional 
form. When Malevich painted the black square, he was advocating an art of pure 



creation, which didn’t imitate visible reality. With this new 
installation, Lendvai aims to achieve the same spiritual enlightenment.  
 
Through his work, Thomas Lendvai melds his knowledge of carpentry, taught to 
him by his father, and makes use of fundamental geometric forms to engage 
audiences through experiential installations that break down boundaries between 
the object and the subject, thus challenging the status quo in art, design, and 
architecture. His work encourages movement, allowing for audiences to 
experience a tactile engagement with space and oneself. 
 
Lendvai’s sculptures and site-responsive installations have been exhibited in 
Tokyo, Japan; Chicago, Illinois; Key West, Florida; and more recently in 
Hoboken, New Jersey; and at ODETTA in Brooklyn, New York. He received his 
BA at SUNY Stony Brook and his MFA from the School of Visual Arts in 2002. 
Lendvai is of Hungarian descent and is a first generation American. 
 

 
 
 
Image:	  John	  Morton,	  Backchannel_installation	  materials,	  2016,	  MaxMSP,	  Mac	  Mini,	  speakers,	  
sensors,	  wires.	  
	  
 
John Morton 



 
John Morton’s aim is to make musical connections between unintentional events. 
The song of a bird that is masked by a passing truck, a creak in a floor that is 
altered by a person’s direction, stride, and weight are examples of what excites 
and sparks his imagination.  
 
Crafting these moments into “sonic events” and building random systems to 
control their interaction, data gathering, programming, and managing digital 
variables, becomes the score of the work.   
 
Installations of his interactive sound compositions include the Adirondack 
Museum, the Hudson River Museum, The Kitchen, The Tunnel at the Central 
Park Zoo, Wave Hill, and The Playwright’s Center in NYC, and at ODETTA in 
Brooklyn, NY. 
 
The CD, OUTLIER-NEW MUSIC FOR MUSIC BOXES was the featured subject 
and live performance on National Public Radio’s Weekend Edition Sunday.  
National Public Radio’s “American Mavericks” series & the American Music 
Center’s “New Music Box.” 
 
Morton has received fellowships and commissions from the Composers 
Commissioning Project (American Composers Forum), the McKnight Visiting 
Composer Fellowship, the Bellagio Study Center in Italy and was the Edward 
Cone Fellow at the Bogliasco Foundation in Genoa, Italy.  
 
Recent appearances and performances include two premiers with Glass Farm 
Ensemble (NYC) at Symphony Space, performances at The Stone, (le) Poisson 
Rouge, Bard College, Issue Project Room (Brooklyn), the Circuit Bending 
Festival in New York City, Music at the Anthology (MATA) at the Paula Cooper 
Gallery, the Red Eye Theater in Minneapolis, at Harvestworks in New York City 
and at New York Mills Cultural Center in Minnesota.   
 



 
 
 
Image:	  Janet	  Passehl,	  Black	  flower	  room	  2,	  2016,	  paper,	  2.5	  x	  13	  x	  6	  inches	  
	  
 
 
Janet Passehl 
 
Janet Passehl’s works take two decisive postures (rigid versus soft) that might 
seem opposed, but they are in fact philosophically similar. In each type of work 
she has made minimal interventions in, and honored the nature of, her chosen 
materials—paper and cloth, while implicating the rectangle imposition as 
containment and restraint.  
 
Working with stiff paper allows her to make hard-edged sculptures that are also 
fragile and flirt with ephemerality. They indicate both architecture and nature, 
within and without. The cuts are severe and possibly violent, but they allow the 
paper to begin to cup like a blossom and flare like petals. The various planes that 
result are alive to shifting circumstances of light. The exterior of the form makes a 
shape of the white space around it, creating something from nothing. It is 
impossible to perceive the sculpture as distinct from what is directly external to it. 
 
One paper piece remains “flat”, the only hint of three-dimensionality manifest by 
four parallel cuts that very subtly disturb the uniform plane of the surface. Light 
(its degree of intensity and angle) participates in the realization of the various 



natures of this work. Larger versions of this piece were exhibited directly on the 
floor, in the path of raking light from a window at Thomas Rehbein Gallery in 
Cologne. 
 
In two drawers the artist has chosen fill them with cloth, so that the boundaries of 
the drawer inhibit the complete spreading out of the fabric. Her motivation was 
partly to create the sensual experience of opening a drawer and finding it filled 
with something soft. This may be a bifurcated experience as it is both a familiar 
event of domesticity, and at odds with the opening of a metal flat file. Each of the 
draped cloth sculptures were composed with great intention and should remain 
“fixed”, thus they are housed in black paper trays—so that they may exist in their 
present form outside the drawers when the exhibition is over. In their black trays, 
independent of the association with the drawer, they assert themselves as formal 
arrangements of folds, edges, wrinkles and contingent shadows.  
 
Janet Passehl’s work has been featured in museum and gallery exhibitions in the 
U.S. and Europe since 1993. In 2013 her folded ironed cloth was included in the 
major historical survey Art & Textile: Fabric as Material and Concept in Modern 
Art from Klimt to the Present, organized by the Wolfsburg Museum in Germany. 
More recently her spare black cloth and paper floor works have been associated 
with the work of Charlotte Posenenske at Thomas Rehbein Gallery in Cologne 
and Galerie Gisela Clement in Bonn.  
 
The exhibitions Twice Drawn (Tang Museum, 2006), One More (Rehbein; and 
Esberg Museum, 2008), and One (Stalke Up North, Copenhagen, 2009), brought 
Passehl’s work into context with such first generation minimal and conceptual 
artists as Carl Andre, Robert Barry, Agnes Martin and others.  
 
Passehl’s drawings and cloth works are included in several collections including 
The Blanton Museum of art at the University of Texas at Austin; The Francis 
Young Tang Teaching Museum and Art Gallery, Saratoga Springs, NY; Allen 
Memorial Art Museum at Oberlin College; Colorado Springs Fine Art Center 
Museum; The LeWitt Collection, Chester, CT; Stalke Collection, Denmark; and 
The Laurence Miller Family Collection, Austin, TX. 



 
   
Image:	  	  Esther	  Podemski,	  Color	  Correction_24,	  2014,	  archival	  pigment	  print,	  13	  x	  19	  inches,	  
Edition	  1/25.	  
 
 
Esther Podemski 
 
Esther Podemski is an artist working across disciplines. While in post-production 
on one of her recent films, she discovered that the color correction software 
program she used could be translated into paintings and works on paper. The 
new shapes originated as screen grabs from color corrections of individual 
frames in the post-production computer software. The source for these images 
comes from film footage frames of a priest on a Florence street at night; he is 
ministering to women who have been trafficked to Italy to work as sex slaves. 
She transforms these still frames so that the figures and narrative are no longer 
visible; the imagery becomes geometric abstraction. 
 



She manipulates shapes digitally and uses water-based pigments to further 
abstract the image on paper.  She thinks of these images as accidental drawings, 
a digital image still marked by the hand.  The Color Correction series provided a 
resource, a new visual vocabulary for the direct oil paintings on cigar box lids and 
a series of digital and hand-altered prints.  
 
Esther Podemski is a filmmaker and visual artist whose works have been 
exhibited in galleries, film festivals and academic venues. House of the World, 
her documentary about the aftermath of the Holocaust, was shot in Poland and 
has been showcased in European and American art centers and festivals, 
including Human Rights Watch International Film Festival, Lincoln Center, and 
Los Angeles International Jewish Film Festival. Discovery Communication and 
Jewish Broadcast Network purchased the film for broadcast.  
 
Podemski has exhibited her paintings in the Pacific Northwest and in New York 
City.  
 
Her grants include the New York State Council on the Arts, The Jerome 
Foundation, The Soros Foundation, The Memorial Foundation For Jewish 
Culture, and the Yaddo Residency Program.  
 
She has taught graduate and undergraduate courses at Parsons School of 
Design in New York, Pacific Northwest College of Art, and Sarah Lawrence 
College.  
 
Recent exhibitions include 5 Days in July; a two-screen projection that revisits 
the Newark riots of 1967. This work has exhibited at numerous museums, 
galleries, and festivals. It won the director’s choice award at the Black Maria Film 
Festival and the jury award for the best short at The Langston Hughes African 
American Film Festival.   
 
 
ODETTA’s Flat Files are curated and change with every exhibition. Thomas 
Lendvai will show a series of studies on the back wall of the gallery and artists 
Janet Passehl and Esther Podemski are our Flat File Featured Artists. 
 
ODETTA is a Bushwick-based gallery created and run by artist Ellen Hackl 
Fagan. The gallery exhibits the works of contemporary artists focusing on Color 
Theory, Minimalism, Glyphs, Buddha Mind, Fluxus, History, Humor, Psychedelia, 
Ephemera, Science, Math and Music.  
 
 
Thomas Lendvai is the gallery’s twenty-first exhibition. There will be an 
opening reception for the artists on Friday January 6, 2017 from 6 – 8:00 pm. 
Gallery hours are Friday thru Sunday 1-6 pm, and by appointment. There will be 



an Artists Talk on Sunday February 12 at 3:00 pm. Check the gallery website and 
social media for related events throughout the course of the exhibition.  
 
Press Contact: 
Ellen Hackl Fagan 
info@odettagallery.com 
www.odettagallery.com 
203.598.1517 
 
 
 
To get there: Cook Street is bordered between Bogart Street to the north, and 
Evergreen Street to the south. The Morgan Ave stop on the L train is 3.5 blocks 
from Cook Street.  
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